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CHAPTER VII THE TRAGEDY OF THE POTTERIES I HAD read much about the Potteries—and I did not remember that I had read anything good. Had I not heard about man and dog fights at Hanley? Had not some parson sobbed from the pulpit his grief at the way the girls of the five, or is it the six, lean, emaciated towns—which straggle like the bones of foul carcases along the green valleys and slopes of North Staffordshire—paid slim regard to their virtue, and many were the children with unknown fathers in consequence? Had there not been talk of drunkenness among the potters? Had I not seen pictures of potters' homes, decrepit, mean, dirty, whole streets of them, with conditions of family life that were nauseating? Had I not listened to debates in the House of Commons on lead-poisoning, and had there not floated before my mind’s eye a horrible vision of worn, haggard, and gibbering creatures shaking their weakened hands, and writhing their feeble anæmic frames in the [—142→] last agony of poisoning from the deadly lead used in the pottery trade—sixteen shillings a week, and death the reward of industry? No, I had not read or heard anything good about the Potteries. And as the tragic appeals to me, as the mute pathos of so much in our industrial life pulls at the heart-strings, I went to see for myself, to spend quiet days “pottering round the Potteries.” The first sensation which came was a chill to the very soul. I travelled from heather-bound moors, and the clean air of the sea coast, from a bit of England upon which God had smiled, and from amongst people who were ripe in the ruddiness of their manhood and womanhood, healthy, with clean skins and clean minds, a region where skies were blue and eyes were blue. Suddenly, as though I had been pitched there by some evil genii from the Arabian Nights—so quick came the realisation of the change—I found myself in another world. I was tramping the sinuous ways, long and narrow, which thread the five towns—grim beads on a tangled bit of string. It was raining, a sullen fall, more mist than downpour. The sky was hidden by a dome of smoke-laden gloom—as if the grime had sagged [—143→] the azure sky to just above the housetops and mucked it to the drab of a dirty blanket. Oh, yes, all that had been written about the Potteries must be true! 3



What foul streets—squelching, inch-thick, greasy mire beneath the tread! How small and wizened the houses! What rattling, clattering, tin-can electric cars! Everything sombre, wretched, blighted! I noticed the people. They were not tall and sprightly and lusty with life— rather shimble-shamble in their gait, stunted in their build. And all the faces were sad. Not the melancholy of sudden grief, but settled, dour, something that had grown into the grain—a sadness that was unconscious, and the silent offspring of generations of life amid surroundings which lacked beauty. Yet in that scrap-heap of humanity there blossomed pretty flowers—the girls. Perhaps it is my pagan eye, but I soon noticed the young women were blessed with a frail loveliness, pale, consumptive, but nevertheless with a refinement of texture, a slimness of figure, soft cheeks, delicate eyes, lips that were thin and cultured. I know of no spot in the sordid industrial world where the women workers flower so delicately. Yet there was no room for joy in my gaze. These girls, most of them, were tainted with the weak[—144→]ness of health that comes from work in a trade which is insidiously, rather than positively, brutally dangerous. It looked as though Nature, conscious the plant she had produced was not sturdy, tried to grant compensation with a native grace. These girls will marry soon. Child-bearing, continued labour in the pottery firms, trials, deprivations, the wear of striving in that dire effort which comes to most of us, trying to make both ends meet—a strain which never slackens in the Potteries—then sickness, lack of care, early death. When I thought of that I began looking for the old people of the Potteries, the proud old boys of seventy, and the careful widows of sixty. Now and then I did see an elderly person. The instances, however, were so rare that I cried out within myself, “There are no old people here!” So I bumped against a tragic fact. The pottery trade, without being swiftly deadly, eats into the life-core of those who surround the potter’s wheel. It vitiates the vitality, and most of the people die between forty and fifty —and nearer forty than fifty! Here is the point, I suppose, to break into fervid denunciations against the greed of the [—145→] employers who allow a sacrifice of life so they may be wealthy, live in homes beneath a sky that is blue, own motor-cars, travel abroad, and indulge in the customary vices of the rich. Did I so mind, my pen could skip with agility to that theme. But I think I know enough of industrial conditions and industrial necessities to understand that the evil of the Potteries is not the fault of anybody. It is the penalty of circumstance; it is the necessary gift to the Moloch of industrialism. 4



My dear lady—you who are reading this some Sunday afternoon—glance at those pretty china ornaments which you hold so dear; think of your best teaservice which you bring out only when visitors are with you, and of which you are so proud. Have you ever given a thought about the making of them? Do you know about the flints which come from France, the decomposed granite called china clay from Cornwall, the crisp, brittle felspar from Norway, the bones from the Argentine? They are crunched into pulp; they are mushed in water, drained, squeezed, kneaded and dried until they are all a grey clay. There is the fashioning to multitudinous shapes, generally in moulds, after the manner in which you make your jellies. [—146→] The articles are put in saggers, crude earthenware bins, of the shape of those roomy boxes in which hats, bonnets, toques, or whatever the quaint headgear of women is called, are stowed; then stacked, like an over-full box-room, in a brick bottle-shaped kiln, and baked in a fire of terrific heat. The articles are scoured, are dipped in a composition containing lead, and are fired again. Decorations are printed by transfer, or are painted; the things are dipped once more in the leaden composition to give a glaze, and are fired once more. These are the simplest, most baldly stated processes. But what know you of the after-effects on the lungs of working with stuff as soft as powdered chalk, but really the dust of flint? Do you know there is a law forbidding the removing of particles after the glaze has been applied, except with a damp cloth, and that in many cases the girls work with their hands under glass shields, and that there are whirring fans to draw the dust, so the operatives do not inhale the poison of lead? You do not know—how can you?—that the sedentary work—in rooms highly heated, amid an atmosphere laden with flint dust and deadly lead—soaks into the fibres of these people, and crumples the system rather than breaks it. It is a good thing you don't. It is a good thing [—147→] few of us pay much thought to the agencies whereby our daily wants are supplied. The thoughts would be too terrible to bear. Factory Acts! Blessed are they, and obedience much insisted on by a zealous army of prying inspectors. Lead poisoning: that is the curse, of course. But what Act was there ever passed in that grand assembly of the wise, the Houses of Parliament, which will hinder a girl, working amid the dust which courts death, from diving her hands into pockets for sweets, and eating the sugared concoctions, negligent that she has smeared the sweetmeat with poison? It is the law that the girls keep the hair hooded, so that the floating poison be not enmeshed in their tresses. But can the worthy gentlemen of Westminster devise a plan to trepan all female workers, and remove the little 5



bit of brain where vanity is located, so girls will not throw aside the dairymaid bonnets they ought to wear because they look “frights”? They don’t look frights. The bonnets are often becoming. But the girls won’t believe it, and not all the Factory Acts in creation, nor all the gruesome stories about lead poisoning that were ever written, will force a girl continuously to wear “that thing,” if she fancies it injures her personal appearance. The very precautions insisted upon give [—148→] weight to the popular belief that folks, especially women, in the pottery trade, constantly succumb to lead poisoning. It is not so. The cases are really few. Many ailments are called lead poisoning which are nothing of the sort. Genuine cases are usually those of persons sickening in other directions, and death, which occasionally comes, is not the result of, but is rather accelerated by, lead poisoning. I went rather carefully into this matter, and came to the conclusion that there is a good deal of dramatic nonsense talked about lead poisoning. The evil is there—it has to be reckoned with—it is part of a business which is unhealthy in most of its branches; but that those who work with lead glaze are trafficking with sure death, and that employers have some soulless, sinister motive in using lead glaze when they could do very well without it, is picturesque exaggeration. There is enough that is melancholy in the Potteries without that. The old system of apprenticeship is fading. Lads drift into factories to this or that job—they are advanced according to their skill—in a few years they have become competent journeymen. They are doing the thing they are likely to do all their working days. At twenty years of age they are as expert as they will be at forty. [—149→] As payment is on results, a lad, barely over the verge of manhood, will earn as much as his father. Hence early marriages. The girl is probably a factory worker also. A little home is got together. But as wages are not high—say from 25s. to 30s. a week—and employment not always constant, and as the wife has not sufficient to occupy her in looking after the house, she goes back to the factory. For her to earn from 10s. to 15s. a week is a welcome addition to the week’s earnings. There is the prospect of a baby. But the wife does not stop working. She continues right up to within a short time before the little one enters the world. This is bad for the youngster, who is often undersized and ailing. The mother has little knowledge of the care of children. Her heart is as tender as that of any mother in the land—she is well-meaning and indulgent—but she is pitifully ignorant. The child has improper food. With another mouth to feed, the mother is anxious to get back to the factory to earn more money. Far too often she goes back before she is physically fit, stands long hours in a bad atmosphere, and then—coming from a stock which through generations has 6



been weakened by similar practices— she develops diseases which wither her. The child is put out to nurse. [—150→] There are women in the Potteries who earn a living by looking after the babies of women who go to work. The mother leaves her child on her way to the factory, and picks it up again on her way home in the evening. The caretakers mean well, no doubt. They, also, frequently are ignorant. The youngsters are wrongly fed. So their start in life is unpropitious to their being strong and healthy. Many do not survive the early malnutrition. The infant mortality in the Potteries is simply appalling. It is not the consequence of heartlessness; it is woeful lack of knowledge. There is an easy-going trait about the inhabitants of the five towns which almost amounts to callousness. Houses “as bright as new pins” are to be found among the workers; but a slip-slop casualness, what-happens-to-be-is-goodenough sort of atmosphere pervades too many homes. It seems a survival of the old days, when there was no thought towards improved conditions. And so it is in providing for the rainy day. I know the silliness of preaching thrift to a man with a wife and six children and only 25s. a week in wages. But when the “Wakes” come—the week of holiday in August—and there is no money laid by for pleasure-making—how can there be?—[— 151→]and no contribution has been made to the works’ fund to supply them with the “needful,” the holiday must be had nevertheless. Plenty of moneylenders are about. They make advances, and the poor folks go off for their week’s holiday at the seaside, or even to London—a well-deserved breaking away from the sordidness of their customary life—but all the rest of the year they are harried and worried and bullied, paying the debt and the additional drain of heavy interest. So these workers of the Potteries walk along the drab lane of life, a little footsore, but not, I think, with much aching of the heart. Little cohesion is to be found among the potters. The disposition is for each to “gang his ain gait.” And this, with the why-worry characteristics of the people, accounts for much in the present-day condition of affairs. It is responsible for the avenues of ugliness called streets, and for sanitary conditions which are foully primitive. It explains why the workers have never laid hold of trade unionism as a vital principle in their lives. They are trade unionists; but there is not the earnest aggressiveness found in other trades. Likely enough it is the foundation of the undercurrent of suspicion with which most of the manufacturers regard each other. The “closeness” of some workers, in regard to [—152→] processes which are not secrets at all, approaches the absurd. And what was at first a dislike of meddling, or being meddled with, has developed into a kind of jealousy, personal, collective, municipal. 7



A thing that impressed me was the docility, even the contentedness of the people. I saw no brusqueness—and I went out to search for it. On a dreary, sodden Saturday night I tramped for four hours. The streets were crowded, especially in Hanley, which was the focus of the Saturday night shopping. There was no rowdyism, no flaunting females, no drunkenness. I made particular note of the fact that, though it was Saturday night, and the publichouses were busy, I did not catch sight of a single person even approaching intoxication. The throng of working folk, neatly dressed, moving from shop to shop was as well-demeanoured as any I have seen anywhere. I sauntered with them, and listened to their talk and their little concerns over the Sunday dinner, the calculations between young husband and wife, whether they could afford the bit of gaudy crockery which takes the woman’s fancy, the inspection of the thick-leathered, thick-soled, iron-studded boots for the little son at home, the patient waiting in the grocery stores, and the careful purchases, a [—153→] quarter of a pound of tea, two pounds of sugar, half a pound of cheese, three pennyworth of cakes, the careful eyeing of the bit of meat, the merits of which the butcher is yelling with strident lungs, and which he will let them have for 5d. a pound—thousands of tiny purchases at rather insignificant shops, nothing distinctive, but just the ordinary expenditure of the weekly wages, with the bit of ’baccy for the husband; a contented, pleased crowd, reaping the great satisfaction, after a week of work, of gathering provision for the coming week. I have said it was a dismal, sloppy Saturday night. The conditions of the walk were not congenial. Yet I confess that I, too, reaped something as I wandered the streets of the much-abused Potteries—an appreciation of these kindly, clean-hearted, hard-worked, but ill-made specimens of English manhood and womanhood. At Hanley I found myself in a surge of folks moving among the stalls in the market hall. Everything was very cheap, as was necessary to fit in with the scantily-laden purses. And what, I trust, I shall not easily forget were the crowds round the flower-stalls. They were common enough flowers, and quite a big bunch could be had for twopence. It was sweet to watch the light come into the haggard [— 154→] faces of tired women as they selected their posies. It looked as though, when the market basket was full, that, of the remaining money, at least a few coppers must be spared to buy flowers. There was genuine love and appreciation in this desire to get a bunch of blooms to take home—maybe, up some alley never glorified by sunshine—place in a tumbler, and minister to the sense of beauty that lurks somewhere in the breasts of the people. Whenever I hear or read anything derogatory about folk in the Potteries I know there will instantly float into my mind the recollection of the scene in 8



the market hall at Hanley, the eager crowds—with the sudden glint of pleasure in their eyes—bartering their pennies for bunches of flowers. Another thing, which no one who wants to see all sides of life in the Potteries can fail to recognise, is a genuine religious strain in the character of the people. It may be said the theology is crude. That is neither here nor there; the point is the genuineness. The Potteries may be labelled Nonconformist, as they have been since the days John Wesley came this way. Indeed, it was within sight of the Potteries that the Primitive Methodists, as a denomination, came into existence. The Pottery people are [—155→] fond of their chapels. They are proud of their choirs. Not only do they love singing, but they sing well themselves. And when I saw the artistic ware, delicate, fragile, with dainty, refined paintings, such as I was shown during one interesting morning at one of the great works—nearly all the productions of artisans born in the Potteries and trained in the local art schools—I realised that when you see the smoke, the filth, the meanness of the Pottery region, you are but looking at the unclean case. One can never ignore the pall of sadness which has settled upon the Potteries. But understand that you find people—I won’t say who have been libelled, but who have been misrepresented because they have been misunderstood—who work hard, earn little, have their faults and their goodnesses, and who, by their patience, with occasional stretchings of the hands through the murk toward the art of their trade, are a worthy, though not often appreciated, section of the industrial world of England.
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